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Chapter 381 - Everyone Went To The Frozen Ice Sec 

Ye Chen and Mu Nianci immediately went downstairs, Ye Chen and Mu Nianci wanted to meet Nangong 

Xiang and also Fu Lanling in the living room. 

When Ye Chen and Mu Nianci arrived at the living room, there were already countless beautiful women 

sitting in the living room. 

There were Zhao Yanyan, Liu Yue, Su Mengxin, Lin Rouxi, Xiao Lulu, all of the Ye Chen women currently 

surrounded Nangong Xiang, they wanted to know the origin of a beautiful goddess like Nangong Xiang. 

When Ye Chen arrived at the living room, all the women immediately looked towards Ye Chen’s arrival. 

All of Ye Chen’s women looked at the beautiful woman next to Ye Chen, they did not think that Ye Chen 

would bring home two beautiful women at once. 

The beautiful women saw Ye Chen’s face which looked very anxious, Zhao Yanyan and other women 

wanted to know what was going on, why did Ye Chen look worried like this. 

Mu Nianci was quite surprised when she saw that many peerless beauties were in the same space, all 

these women were too beautiful, they were like goddesses who had just descended from the sky. 

"Husband, what’s going on, why do you look so worried? "Zhao Yanyan is the one who asked Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen only briefly explained what was happening to Zhao Yanyan, currently there was a problem with 

the Frozen Ice Sect, and there were two women who belonged to him who were trapped there and 

needed help from him. 

"So, there are two sisters who are in trouble? "Now Zhao Yanyan and the other women understand why 

Ye Chen looks so worried. 

It turned out that there were two Ye Chen women who were currently in serious trouble. 

"Then we all want to help you, so far we have continued to rely on you, we also want to help you solve 

the problems you have." Zhao Yanyan wants to help Ye Chen save the two new sisters who are in 

trouble. 

Liu Yue, Fu Lanling, Su Mengxin, Lin Rouxi and Xiao Lulu also wanted to help Ye Chen solve this problem. 

They all wanted to be of use to Ye Chen, the women didn’t just want to be a beautiful flower display that 

Ye Chen was constantly protecting. 

All women want to prove that they are worthy of being side by side with Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen saw the determination that Zhao Yanyan, Liu Yue, Fu Lanling, Su Mengxin, Lin Rouxi and Xiao 

Lulu had, all the beautiful wives wanted to help fight on Ye Chen’s side. 

"Master, you don’t need to worry, they are now not weak women that you have to protect every time, 

now that they have become great cultivators, it’s time for them all to help you, so far they have only 

practiced without knowing the real battle, this is the right time for them to learn in real combat. "Chu 



Yuechan told Ye Chen to let Zhao Yanyan, Liu Yue, Fu Lanling, Su Mengxin, Lin Rouxi and Xiao Lulu come 

with him. 

This is good enough for Ye Chen’s women, let them all practice real combat. 

Chu Yuechan’s words were indeed right, it was about time Ye Chen let the women know the real battle. 

"Okay, then let’s all go there." Ye Chen invited all the women to go out of the villa 

Nangong Xiang saw all the women that Ye Chen had, all of Ye Chen’s women really got along very well, 

they could overcome the differences that each other had, this was something that Nangong Xiang had 

never seen in the Imperial Harem. 

In the imperial harem the women would fight for the throne to become the First Queen, they didn’t 

hesitate to get rid of other women who got in their way. 

It was for this reason that the women in the imperial harem didn’t get along with each other, they were 

trying to get rid of each other in order to be liked by the lord of the stars. 

It was for this reason that Nangong Xiang praised Ye Chen’s women who looked so good with each 

other, they really protected each other. 

Seeing this, Nangong Xiang decided to go out with Ye Chen and the other women, she had already 

decided to help Ye Chen and the others. 

"The place we are going to is quite far, even if I use the full speed I have, I still need a relatively long time 

to get there." Ye Chen told all the women that the place they were going to was quite far, Ye Chen 

needed less time over 50 minutes ~ 1hours to get there. 

This was the problem that Ye Chen was currently facing, the distance to the Frozen Ice Sect was quite 

far, even if Ye Chen flew at full speed, he would still need quite a long time to get there. 

Ye Chen had to find a way to get to the Frozen Ice Sect as quickly as possible. 

"I might be able to help you get to that place in no time." Nangong Xiang had a way to get to the Frozen 

Ice Sect in no time. 

Ye Chen and all the women who were here immediately looked at Nangong Xiang, they wanted to know 

what methods Nangong Xiang had. 

"Nangong Xiang, what method will you use to get there in such a short time? ", Ye Chen asked what 

method Nangong Xiang had. 

Nangong Xiang stretched out her palm, on top of Nangong Xiang’s palm appeared something that 

looked like an ark, except that the ark in Nangong Xiang’s hand was a quite small version. 

"Here it is." Nangong Xiang showed the mini version of the Ark on top of her palm. 

Ye Chen and all the women were confused when Nangong Xiang showed them a mini version of the ark. 

Even Fu Lanling who was a disciple of Nangong Xiang did not know what object was in Nangong Xiang’s 

hand. 



"Big sister Xiang, what do you want with the mini ark" Liu Yue asked what Nangong Xiang wanted to do 

with the mini version of the ark. 

Nangong Xiang saw that everyone who was here was confused about the object on her palm. 

Nangong Xiang will show you what function this Ark that is on her palm is. 

The ark that was in Nangong Xiang’s palm began to soar into the sky. 

As the mini version of the ark soared into the sky, a light enveloped the mini version of the ark. 

When the light enveloped the Mini Version of the Ark, suddenly the Mini Version’s Ark began to enlarge 

from its original size. 

The mini version Ark enlarged to the size of Ye Chen’s Villa, the profound ark above Ye Chen’s villa was 

very beautiful and magnificent, this profound ark looked very luxurious. 

Ye Chen and the all woman immediately saw the profound ark floating above their heads. 

It was unexpected that the mini version of the ark that was in Nangong Xiang’s hand was an original 

profound Ark which was quite large and very magnificent. 

"We can use this ark to go there, it will save you a lot of time." Nangong Xiang told everyone to use the 

profound ark she had. 

This ark could fly at a very fast speed, so they could reach the Frozen Ice Sect in a very short time. 

"If let’s go immediately, we shouldn’t waste any longer." Ye Chen invited the women to board Nangong 

Xiang’s Profound Ark. 

Everyone immediately boarded Nangong Xiang’s Profound Ark. 

After all the women boarded the Profound Ark, Nangong Xiang controlled the Ark towards the Frozen 

Ice Sect. 

The profound ark with incredible speed went towards the Frozen Ice Sect. 

Chapter 382 - Attacked The Frozen Ice Sect 

This was the time before Mu Lanyin sent Ye Chen a Voice transmission. 

Currently, a golden profound ark was heading towards the Frozen Ice Sect at a fairly fast speed. 

Within the golden profound ark were innumerable cultivators. These people weren’t just from the Gates 

of Eternity Sect. 

Most of the cultivators in the golden profound ark were the strongest members of the Seventh Sword 

Sect. 

The Seventh Sword Sect had literally gathered all the strongest members they had to attack the Frozen 

Ice Sect. 

The members of the Seventh Sword Sect were so excited, they would finally be able to show their 

strength. 



They had already been instructed by Jian Yan to invade the Frozen Ice Sect on a large scale. 

Jian Yan also told all the sect members that if they win they will get a very good reward from the sect. 

It was because of this that all the strongest Members of the Seventh Sword Sect were so excited, they 

wanted to immediately destroy the Frozen Ice Sect and receive good rewards from the sect. 

Jian Yan, Jian Ding and Jian Lubo stood at the very front of the lineup of the Seventh Sword Sect 

members. 

Right now the three of them are also very excited, after destroying the Frozen Ice Sect they will get 

tremendous benefits from Hong Won. 

Jian Yan, Jian Ding and Jian Lubo were eager to know what kind of reward Hong Won would give, they 

really hoped that the reward they got would be something very useful to increase the strength they 

currently had. 

Everyone from the Seventh Sword Sect exuded such a domineering aura, they were very confident that 

they could win from the Frozen Ice Sect. 

The golden profound ark drew closer and closer to the Frozen Ice Sect, only a few minutes left before 

the battle began. 

At the top of the golden profound ark, at this time Jian Teng saw the fiery spirit displayed by the people 

from the Seventh Sword Sect. 

The people from the Seventh Sword Sect actually looked very excited when they attacked the Frozen Ice 

Sect. 

The reason these people looked excited was very young to guess, previously Jian Teng told these people 

that they would get a reward if they could satisfy Hong Won. 

"Jian Teng, what have you promised these people, they look really excited right now." A middle-aged 

man asked Jian Teng. 

The middle-aged man asked Jian Teng was the 15th elder who came from the Gates of Eternity Sect, in 

terms of cultivation and the status of this old man was far higher than Jian Teng. 

This old man’s name was Seng Huwe, Seng Huwe was currently at the 8th level of the Overlord Realm. 

Seng Huwe’s job is to ensure the safety of Hong Won. 

"Elder Seng I only promised these people a little benefit if they wanted to help our young master, it was 

unexpected that their reaction would be like this, hahaha" Jian Teng laughed happily at the people from 

the Seventh Sword Sect. 

"Don’t you just want to use these people for your own purposes, I can see that very clearly." This time a 

middle-aged man again spoke to Jian Teng. 

This middle aged man already knew that Jian Teng only wanted to use these people for his own benefit. 



The middle-aged man who had just spoken to Jian Teng was also the elder of the Gates of Eternity Sect, 

this middle-aged man was the 10th elder of the Gates of Eternity Sect, this man’s strength and status 

was even higher than Seng Huwe. 

This middle aged man’s name was Ren Lie, Ren Lie was currently at the 9th stage of the Overlord Realm. 

Currently, in the golden profound ark, Ren Lie is the most powerful person, there is no one inside this 

ark who can match Ren Lie’s strength. 

"As expected of the great Elder Ren, you can easily guess what I have in mind." Jian Teng smiled wryly at 

Ren Lie, unexpectedly that Ren Lie could guess what Jian Teng was thinking. 

"Well I don’t mind about it, as long as I get an interesting spectacle I’m quite satisfied" Ren Lie didn’t 

mind what Jian Teng was doing, what he wanted was to get an interesting spectacle from the battle 

between Seventh Sword Sect vs Frozen Ice Sect. 

"Elder Seng, Elder Ren, you don’t need to worry, you will definitely get an interesting spectacle from the 

battle between Seventh Sword Sect vs Frozen Ice Sect, I will guarantee it." Jian Teng guaranteed that the 

battle between Seventh Sword Sect vs Frozen Ice Sect would definitely be took place quite exciting. 

"I hope what you are saying is true, just watch out if this ends up being boring" Ren Lie didn’t want this 

spectacle to be boring, he wanted the battle to take place very well. 

Jian Teng only smiled wryly at Ren Lie, he hoped the Seventh Sword Sect would not disappoint him. 

Finally, the golden profound ark belonging to the Gates of Eternity Sect arrived in front of the Frozen Ice 

Sect building. 

"Alright, we’ve arrived, it’s time to destroy the Frozen Ice Sect." Jian Yan gave fiery words to ignite the 

spirits of the Seventh Sword Sect’s people. 

"Hoooooo. . . "The Seventh Sword Sect shouted so excitedly that they couldn’t wait to trample the 

Frozen Ice Sect. 

Jian Yan was quite happy to see how enthusiastic the people in front of him were. 

"One more thing, make sure not to kill the women from the Frozen Ice Sect, you just have to catch 

them, the women from the Frozen Ice Sect will be highly prized by Ancestor Jian Teng." Jian Yan told 

everyone not to kill the women from Frozen. Ice Sect. 

The people from the Seventh Sword Sect understood, they all nodded at Jian Yan. 

"Then let’s attack the Frozen Ice Sect right now." Jian Yan led everyone to descend from the golden 

profound ark. 

The people from the Seventh Sword Sect followed behind Jian Yan, Jian Ding and Jian Lubo. 

Everyone immediately rushed down and headed towards the Frozen Ice Sect’s Barrier Array. 

Currently inside the Frozen Ice Sect. 



The female students who were on guard looked up at the sky that suddenly became dark, the sky today 

looks very strange, how can the sky turn dark so fast. 

When the female students looked up at the sky, they saw several small dots from above the sky. 

These little dots were getting closer and bigger, after getting close enough the female students could 

see what small dots were falling from the sky. 

It turned out that the tiny dot that fell from the sky became a human. 

These people fell right in front of the Frozen Ice sect’s entrance. 

The female disciple immediately saw who these people were, when she took a closer look, it turned out 

that these were people from the Seventh Sword Sect. 

The female disciple on guard felt that the people from the Seventh Sword Sect didn’t come for a good 

cause. 

"Everyone attack." Jian Yan ordered all the disciples to join forces to destroy the barrier array in front of 

them. 

The people from the Seventh Sword Sect began to use the Heavenly Sky Sword technique to destroy the 

barrier Array that was in front of them. 

Hundreds of green colored swords were made above the sky, this green sword directly attacked the 

Frozen Ice Sect’s barrier array. 

"Booomm. . . " These hundreds of wind swords hit the Frozen Ice Sect’s barrier Array. 

Chapter 383 - Destroying Frozen Ice Sect's Formation Array 

A huge explosion occurred as hundreds of green swords smashed into the Frozen Ice Sect’s barrier array 

formation. 

Several women from the Frozen Ice Sect who were on guard immediately retreated backwards, they 

immediately flashed a warning that the Sect was currently under attack. 

When the sound of warning sounded within the Frozen Ice Sect, all the women who were currently in 

cultivation immediately scattered out. 

They all immediately headed towards the sect entrance gate. 

Even Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng who were in the room immediately came out, both of them wanted to 

know what was going on. 

Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng immediately went towards the sect entrance gate, the two wanted to see 

what was currently happening, why the sect’s warning sign sounded. 

Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng finally arrived in front of the sect gates, when they arrived in front of the sect 

gates, they saw countless women from the Frozen Ice Sect who had gathered here. 

Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng saw what was outside the Formation array, what was outside the Array 

Formation made Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng shocked. 



At this moment Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng saw tens or perhaps hundreds of people who were outside 

the Formation array. 

These people were of course from the Seventh Sword Sect, it seemed that the explosion just now was 

made by the people from the Seventh Sword Sect. 

Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng didn’t expect that the Seventh Sword Sect would move this fast to attack the 

Frozen Ice Sect. 

Qing Cheng tried to use the purple butterfly inheritance she had, she intended to enter one of the minds 

of the people from the Seventh Sword Sect. 

Qing Cheng’s purple butterfly inheritance easily entered one of the minds of the people from the 

Seventh Sword Sect. 

She easily found out what the Seventh Sword Sect was planning. 

Qing Cheng finally knew what the Seventh Sword Sect was up to. 

"Sister, currently behind the Seventh Sword Sect there is a strong backer, they are currently behind that 

dark cloud." Qing Cheng told Mu Lanyin that behind the clouds there were supporters from the Seventh 

Sword Sect. 

Qing Cheng guessed that the people behind the clouds were quite strong. 

"Are you sure that the Seventh Sword Sect has a strong backing? " Mu Lanyin asked Qing Cheng. 

Qing Cheng nodded to Mu Lanyin, "I myself don’t know what level their cultivation base is, for sure this 

backer is most likely from the legendary Kunlun holy land. 

Qing Cheng didn’t know the true strength of the people inside the Golden Profound Ark, she knew that 

these strong people came from the Kunlun Holy Land. 

Mu Lanyin was quite surprised to find that the Seventh Sword Sect now has such strong support, the 

Kunlun holy land is quite a legendary place, many ancestral records say that there lived the strongest 

cultivators in this world. 

Mu Lanyin didn’t understand why the people from the Kunlun Holy Land helped the Seventh Sword Sect 

attack her sect, Mu Lanyin was eager to know what the people from the Kunlun Holy Land wanted. 

"Sister, you better contact Ye Chen as soon as possible by using a long-distance transmission stone, I’m 

afraid we won’t be able to fight against the people who come from the Kunlun holy land." Qing Cheng 

told Mu Lanyin to use the long distance transmission stone, Qing Cheng wanted Mu Lanyin sent a 

message To Ye Chen for help. 

To be honest, Qing Cheng wasn’t afraid of the Seventh Sword Sect at all, what he was afraid of was the 

people who were currently behind the clouds, she felt that the people up there were very dangerous. 

This time Mu Lanyin agreed with Qing Cheng’s proposal, if what Qing Cheng said was true, then they are 

currently in very serious trouble. 

The people from the Kunlun Holy Land were definitely not weak cultivators. 



Mu Lanyin took out a stone the size of a marble, Mu Lanyin closed her eyes. "Ye Chen, I need your help, 

right now my sect is being attacked by lots of very strong people, I need your help." Mu Lanyin sent a 

message to Ye Chen. 

she hoped that Ye Chen could come here as soon as possible. 

"Sect master, what’s going on." The Four Frozen Fairies finally arrived behind Mu Lanyin, they 

immediately asked the Sect what had happened. 

"The sect is currently being attacked by the Seventh Sword Sect, you better go back and rest, let me 

handle this matter." Mu Lanyin told Four Frozen Fairies to come back and rest. 

The current state of the Four Frozen Fairies still hasn’t fully recovered, they still can’t fight. 

"No, if the sect is in trouble, then we will help." All of the Four Frozen Fairy members shook their heads, 

they all refused to go back and rest. 

in this state how could the Four Frozen Fairy be. 

All of the Four Frozen Fairy members wanted to help protect the sect from the Seventh Sword Sect’s 

attacks. 

Qing Cheng smiled when she saw the determination possessed by the Four Frozen Fairies, the Frozen Ice 

Sect is very fortunate to have such a great woman. 

Currently, neither the Four Frozen Fairies nor the women from the Frozen Ice Sect found the existence 

of Qing Cheng who was the sect master of the Cherry Blossom Sect. 

This was because Qing Cheng was wearing clothes from the Frozen Ice Sect and a white veil covering her 

face, Qing Cheng’s current appearance could make her mingle with women from the Frozen Ice Sect. 

Mu Lanyin really didn’t want the Four Frozen Fairies to force themselves to fight, she didn’t want 

anything bad to happen to the four of them. 

"Booooommm" A huge explosion occurred again 

Just as Mu Lanyin wanted to send the Four Frozen Fairies back, the Seventh Sword Sect again attacked 

the barrier Array of the Frozen Ice Sect. 

"Damn, this Array formation is so powerful." Jian Yan cursed the Frozen Ice Sect’s Barrier Array 

Formation. 

The Array Formation that the Frozen Ice Sect possessed was too strong, the combined attacks launched 

by everyone from the Seventh Sword Sect were unable to make the Array Formation budge in the 

slightest. 

all of the women who were currently inside the Array Formation felt relieved. 

This Array Formation was strong enough to withstand the combined attacks launched by the people 

from the Seventh Sword Sect. 



This is the Array Formation left behind by the first ancestor who founded the Frozen Ice Sect, even 

though it is thousands of years old, this Array is still very strong to withstand attacks from enemies who 

intend to attack the sect. 

As long as they were within this Array Formation, then they would be quite safe. 

Currently on top of the Gold Profound Ark. 

"Hemmm, I didn’t expect that a small sect like this would have such a complex and intricate Array 

formation, it seems that the person who made this array is a genius." Ren Lie praised the Frozen Ice 

Sect’s Array formation. 

The Frozen Ice Sect’s Array Formation was extremely complex and intricate, Ren Lie himself had never 

seen an Array like this one. 

Ren Lie had to admit that this barrier array formation was extremely powerful, he firmly believed that 

the people from the Seventh Sword Sect would not be able to destroy the array formation in front of 

them. 

If it continued like this then the spectacle would become very tedious, Ren Lie decided to help the 

people from the Seventh Sword Sect destroy the Frozen Ice Sect’s Array formation. 

Ren Lie Snapping his fingers, when Ren Lie snapped his fingers, lightning began to rumble, the black 

clouds around Ren Lie were enveloped by flashes of lightning. 

Chapter 384 - Battle 

Lightning began to flash with an extremely loud sound. 

The people below immediately looked up at the sky, above the sky they all saw that right now the dark 

clouds were filled with lightning strikes, this lightning strike looked so abnormal, it looked very scary. 

A bolt of lightning danced over the dark sky, The loud sound that came from the lightning strike made 

everyone here tremble. 

Even the woman from the Frozen Ice Sect who was in the array formation trembled when she heard the 

lightning strike above the sky. 

The people below thought that Heaven was really going to collapse. 

Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng felt a danger coming from above the sky, they felt a tremendous amount of 

power from above. 

After obtaining the inheritance of the Ice Phoenix and Purple Butterflies, Mu Lanyin’s and Qing Cheng’s 

senses had already increased significantly, they could feel that every danger that was approaching was 

better than before. 

Thousands of lightning strikes began to descend downwards, the people below were amazed when they 

saw the lightning strikes that began to slowly descend down. 

"Everything’s going back quickly." Jian Yan immediately ordered everyone from the Seventh Sword Sect 

to go back as far as possible. 



Jian Yan didn’t want to be hit by this lightning strike, he preferred to pull everyone back first. 

Everyone from the Seventh Sword Sect immediately obeyed Jian Yan’s orders, they immediately 

retreated far back. 

"Bammm. . . ., bammm. . . ., bammm. . . ., bammm. . . ., bammm, bammm. . . ., bammm. . . ., bammm. . . 

, "Lightning began to hit the Frozen Ice Sect’s Barrier Array Formation. 

As lightning strikes hit the Barrier Array Formation, the Barrier Array Formation began to tremble. 

The people that were within the Array Formation immediately ducked, they were all afraid of being 

struck by the bolts of lightning currently raining down on the Formation Array that was above them. 

The women from the Forzen Ice Sect immediately looked very panicked. "Calm down, this Array 

Formation must be able to withstand this kind of attack." Mu Lanyin tried to calm the women behind 

her. 

Mu Lanyin firmly believed that this Array Formation was able to withstand this terrifying bolt of 

lightning. 

This was an Array formation left behind by the Frozen Ice Sect’s founding first ancestor, so its strength 

should not be doubted. 

"Cracked. . . "When Mu Lanyin had just finished speaking, there was a cracking sound. 

When this sound was heard, all the women immediately looked up at the Array formation. 

At the moment it was seen that the Array formation was starting to show a small crack. 

The crack that was originally only very small began to turn bigger and worse. 

"Clankk. . . "Suddenly the Frozen Ice Sect’s Formation Array collapsed. 

After the Array formation collapsed, there was no longer anything that could protect the women from 

being struck by lightning. 

Mu Lanyin who saw this immediately created a multi-layered ice barrier to protect everyone around her. 

Mu Lanyin didn’t want a woman from the Frozen Ice Sect to die from being hit by this powerful lightning 

strike. 

Surprisingly after destroying the Array Formation, the lightning strike did not immediately destroy the 

Forzen Ice Sect. 

After destroying the Frozen Ice Sect’s Formation Array, the lightning bolts that were above the sky 

seemed to have vanished into the air. 

After the lightning strike above the sky disappeared, the women from the Frozen Ice Sect felt relieved, 

they all rejoiced because the terrifying lightning bolt had vanished. 

"Don’t be happy just yet, the people from the Seventh Sword Sect will come to attack us." Mu Lanyin 

told the woman behind her not to be happy this quickly. 



Currently the Seventh Sword Sect was advancing towards the Frozen Ice Sect entrance gate. 

The party that was most happy when the array formation was destroyed was the Seventh Sword Sect, 

once the array formation was destroyed they could attack the Frozen Ice Sect. 

"Everyone prepare to fight, don’t hesitate to kill everyone who attacks our Sect." Mu Lanyin gave orders 

to all the women to prepare for an all-out battle against the Seventh Sword Sect. 

All the women from the Frozen Ice Sect nodded, in the soft palms of each woman from the Frozen Ice 

Sect appeared an Ice sword, these beauties began to form a battle formation. 

Mu Lanyin also took out her artifact called the White lotus crystal sword, this is the first time Mu Lanyin 

has used a new weapon she got from an ancient heritage place. 

Qing Cheng also wanted to join the battle to help the Frozen Ice Sect, she took the Rainbow butterfly 

shawl weapon artifact that she had. 

The people from the Seventh Sword Sect began to draw closer and closer towards the entrance to the 

Frozen Ice Sect. 

"Jian Yan, I and Jian Lubo will take care of Mu Lanyin and Mu Nianci, it’s best that you and the remaining 

elders take care of the Four Frozen Fairies and the women from the Frozen Ice Sect." Jian Ding began to 

divide tasks between Jian Yan and the elders of their sects. 

Jian Ding and Jian Lubo will take care of Mu Lanyin and Mu Nianci, the rest will be left to Jian Yan and 

the elders of their sect. 

"OK, ancestor, I understand." Jian Yan nodded at Jian Ding and Jian Lubo, they would finish their 

respective tasks and return home victorious. 

"Bamm." The people from the Seventh Sword Sect smashed the Frozen Ice Sect’s entrance gate. 

They all went straight into the Frozen Ice Sect building. 

Jian Ding and Jian Lubo wasted no time talking to Mu Lanyin, they immediately charged towards Mu 

Lanyin. 

Jian Ding and Jian Lubo didn’t see Mu Nianci’s existence, this was a good opportunity for the two of 

them to flatten the Frozen Ice Sect. 

Without Mu Nianci, everything would be very easy. 

Jian Ding and Jian Lubo’s green flying swords headed straight for Mu Lanyin. 

Mu Lanyin saw the arrival of Jian Ding and Jian Lubo who were the ancestors of the Seventh Sword Sect. 

Jian Ding and Jian Lubo used the Heavenly Sky Sword to attack Mu Lanyin. 

Jian Ding and Jian Lubo’s Heavenly Sky Sword Technique was already at an extremely advanced stage. 

The two of them could control these seven swords as easily as controlling their own bodies. 

As the green sword flew near Mu Lanyin, the Heavenly Sky Sword suddenly grew even faster. 



Mu Lanyin raised her sword, she welcomed the 14 flying swords belonging to Jian Ding and Jian Lubo. 

One single stroke of Mu Lanyin’s sword repelled Jian Ding and Jian Lubo’s Heavenly Sky Sword 

techniques. 

Jian Ding and Jian Lubo were also forced back by Mu Lanyin’s sword slash. 

Jian Lubo and Jian Ding were quite surprised when they saw Mu Lanyin’s attack that could repel both of 

their flying sword techniques so easily. 

Mu Lanyin looked at Jian Ding and Jian Lubo with an extremely cold gaze. 

"Our sect has never had a grudge against your sect, why are you attacking our sect? ", Mu Lanyin’s voice 

is very cold. 

Mu Lanyin turned back into a cold woman in front of her enemies. 

"Hahaha, you stupid bitch, our sect may never have had a grudge before, but since your sect is getting in 

the way of the plans we have, we inevitably have to destroy yours." Jian Lubo told Mu Lanyin what they 

wanted. 

Mu Lanyin raised her eyebrows when she heard this, it seems like what Ye Chen and Qing Cheng said is 

true, Seventh Sword Sect has the ambition to rule all sects in this mortal world. 

"Jian Lubo, don’t waste your time talking to this woman, we’d better catch this woman right away." Jian 

Ding scolded Jian Lubo for wasting his time talking to Mu Lanyin. 

Chapter 385 - Battle 

Jian Ding and Jian Lubo attacked Mu Lanyin again, this time they attacked from two directions, namely 

front and rear. 

Jian Ding went to Mu Lanyin’s back side while Jian Lubo went to Mu Lanyin’s front side. 

The two of them attacked Mu Lanyin again using the Heavenly Sky Sword. 

The green flying wind blade attacked Mu Lanyin again, but this time the flying wind sword spread out in 

all directions. 

Jian Ding and Jian Lubo deliberately made their wind blades fly randomly, Jian Ding and Jian Lubo 

wanted to make Mu Lanyin confused. 

"You better get out of my sect, I don’t want to kill you two." Mu Lanyin told Jian Ding and Jian Yan to 

take the people from their sects away from here. 

"You bitch, are you insulting both of us." Jian Lubo didn’t like the arrogance shown by Mu Lanyin. 

A junior like Mu Lanyin was very brave enough to speak to himself like this, it was an insult to Jian Lubo 

and Jian Ding. 

"Forward" Jian Lubo decided to attack Mu Lanyin, Jian Lubo’s sword wind movements were very fierce 

and ignorant. 



Jian Lubo believed that Mu Lanyin would have a hard time dodging the attacks he made this time. 

Jian Lubo was too hasty, he should have waited for Jian Ding to jointly attack Mu Lanyin. 

The current Mu Lanyin was still in place, she didn’t seem like she wanted to move an inch from where 

she stood. 

As the wind flying sword approached her, Mu Lanyin raised the White Lotus Crystal Sword, a blue light 

began to envelop Mu Lanyin’s White Lotus Crystal Sword. 

Mu Lanyin slashed all of Jian Lubo’s blades of wind that were pointed at her. 

"Clank", all of the wind swords that Jian Lubo had were smashed to pieces by Mu Lanyin’s white lotus 

crystal sword slash. 

When Jian Lubo’s Heavenly Sky Sword technique was crushed by Mu Lanyin, from the corner of Jian 

Lubo’s mouth blood began to leak out. 

Jian Lubo tried to restrain himself from vomiting blood, he didn’t expect that Mu Lanyin could destroy 

the Heavenly Sky Sword technique so easily. 

Jian Ding who saw this canceled his intention to attack Mu Lanyin, if at this time he attacked Mu Lanyin, 

then he would end up like Jian Lubo, that is, suffering defeat at the hands of Mu Lanyin. 

"I am warning you for the last time, hurry and take your people away from this place right now, 

otherwise don’t blame me for killing all of you." Mu Lanyin gave Jian Diang and Jian Lubo the last 

chance. 

Mu Lanyin was still kind, otherwise Jian Ding and Jian Lubo would have become corpses. 

"How dare you threaten me, I’ll make you pay for it." Jian Lubo pointed at Mu Lanyin, at this moment 

Jian Lubo looked very angry. 

A green aura began to envelop Jian Lubo’s body, Jian Lubo released all the profound energy he had, he 

really was serious about fighting Mu Lanyin. 

"Seven swords domain." Jian Lubo finally opened a domain. 

When Jian Lubo opened a Domain, the area around here began to be enveloped in green light. 

From within the ground appeared a huge green blade of wind that towered very high. 

This sword that appeared from the ground coiled around the bodies of Jian Lubo, Jian Ding and Mu 

Lanyin. 

When the Domain Seven swords appeared, Mu Lanyin began to feel quite a strong pressure. 

"I’ll make you pay for your words just now." Jian Lubo looked filled with anger. 

Jian Lubo moved the two index and middle fingers he had. When Jian Ding moved his two fingers, 

several blades of wind immediately appeared behind Mu Lanyin. 

Several blades of wind aimed directly at Mu Lanyin. 



Mu Lanyin saw the appearance of the wind blade behind her, Mu Lanyin raised her palm to deflect the 

blade of Wind. 

Mu Lanyin’s palm began to emit a blue light, when the wind blade hit Mu Lanyin’s palm, the blade 

instantly turned into ice and fell to the ground. 

Jian Lubo and Jian Ding were stunned when they saw that Mu Lanyin could freeze such wind blades, for 

Jian Lubo and Jian Ding this simply made no sense. 

How could such a thing happen, it was clear that it was something against Jian Ding and Jian Lubo’s 

knowledge. 

Let alone freezing the wind, Mu Lanyin can even freeze a fire now if she wants. 

Mu Lanyin, who has inherited the power of the Ice Phoenix, of course Mu Lanyin’s Profound Ice is much 

stronger than the Profound Ice that the people of this world possess. 

"I already gave you the opportunity to leave this place, unfortunately you guys ignored my words." Mu 

Lanyin has no more room to discuss with Jian Ding and Jian Lubo. 

Mu Lanyin immediately moved towards Jian Lubo, Mu Lanyin raised her sword, she prepared to attack 

Jian Lubo. 

Jian Lubo would not stand by and watch Mu Lanyin attack him. 

Currently Mu Lanyin is in his domain, which means that Jian Lubo still has the upper hand. 

Jian Lubo moved his two fingers, as Jian Lubo did this, hundreds of wind blades appeared around Mu 

Lanyin. 

The blades of wind surrounded Mu Lanyin from all directions, Mu Lanyin seemed to have no room to 

escape from this attack. 

"Die, you bitch." Jian Lubo didn’t care anymore about Mu Lanyin’s life and death. 

Right now Jian Lubo was eager to kill Mu Lanyin. 

"Jian Lubo, don’t kill her." Jian Ding tried to stop Jian Lubo, who had gone mad with the killing intent of 

Mu Lanyin. 

Too bad Jian Lubo couldn’t hear what Jian Ding was saying, right now Jian Lubo’s mind only had the 

desire to kill Mu Lanyin. 

"Booommm", hundreds of wind blades hit Mu Lanyin and made an explosion. 

The explosion just now was quite strong, the ground around the Frozen Ice Sect also trembled when the 

Explosion occurred. 

"Hahaha, Damn woman , feel that." Jian Lubo laughed with satisfaction, he finally got rid of Mu Lanyin. 

"Hey Jian Lubo, be careful behind you" Jian Ding warned Jian Lubo. 

Jian Lubo stopped laughing, he turned his head back to see what Jian Ding was warning. 



When Jian Lubo turned his head back, he saw that Mu Lanyin was already behind him. 

Jian Lubo who saw this immediately tried to move backwards. 

Mu Lanyin didn’t let Jian Lubo just run away, Mu Lanyin stabbed Jian Lubo using the White lotus crystal 

sword. 

Jian Lubo tried to avoid Mu Lanyin’s sword stab, but he was still a little slower than Mu Lanyin. 

As a result Jian Lubo was scratched by Mu Lanyin’s sword, Jian Lubo was able to safely retreat. 

Jian Ding felt quite strange about the attack that Mu Lanyin did just now, even though Mu Lanyin’s 

chance was excellent, why didn’t she use a follow-up attack to injure Jian Lubo badly enough. 

If Mu Lanyin really wanted to kill Jian Lubo, she could land a second strike on Jian Lubo’s body. 

When Jian Ding was analyzing something, he suddenly saw Jian Lubo who was in front of him kneeling 

on the ground, whatever the problem Jian Lubo suddenly collapsed to the ground. 

"Hey Jian Lubo, what’s happening to you? ", Jian Ding immediately asked Jian Lubo who had collapsed to 

the ground, Jian Ding didn’t understand what happened to Jian Lubo at this time. 

When Jian Lubo collapsed into the land of the Domain, the Seven swords also disappeared. 
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Jian Ding immediately went to Jian Lubo’s side, he immediately saw Jian Lubo’s current state. 

When Jian Ding saw Jian Lubo’s condition, he found that Jian Lubo had passed away. 

Jian Ding didn’t know how Jian Lubo had died, even though he had only been slightly scratched by Mu 

Lanyin’s sword strike. 

"Wait, it was scratched by Mu Lanyin’s sword, that’s it." Jian Ding checked again on Jian Lubo’s body, 

finally Jian Ding understood what happened to Jian Lubo. 

Jian Lubo’s outer body did not look injured, but Jian Lubo’s inner body had completely turned into ice. 

Mu Lanyin’s sword scratch was the cause of Jian Lubo’s inner body turning into ice. 

To think that Mu Lanyin would be able to freeze Jian Lubo’s inner body with such a method, it was really 

quite frightening. 

Jian Ding had to be careful of Mu Lanyin’s attacks, if she was hit by Mu Lanyin’s attacks her insides 

would turn to ice like Jian Lubo’s. 

Jian Ding immediately kept his distance from Mu Lanyin, this time he started to be very careful when 

fighting Mu Lanyin, he didn’t want to die at the hands of a woman like this. 

For the first time that Jian Ding felt scared when fighting against a woman from the Frozen Ice Sect, Mu 

Lanyin was the first woman from the Frozen Ice Sect who could make Jian Ding feel afraid. 

Jian Ding did not expect that in the Frozen Ice Sect there would be a figure even more terrifying than Mu 

Nianci. 



Mu Lanyin had to end this as soon as possible, Mu Lanyin started walking closer to Jian Ding. 

Jian Ding saw Mu Lanyin walking towards him, Jian Ding suddenly retreated a little. 

"Damn, why am I being afraid like this?" Jian Ding cursed himself in fear when he saw Mu Lanyin 

approaching him. 

"I have no other choice but to use the Pill that the Ancestor Jian Teng gave me." Jian Ding had no other 

choice, he had to use the pill that Jian Teng gave him. 

Jian Ding picked up the red colored pill that was in his pocket, Jian Ding swallowed this red colored pill 

immediately. 

After this pill entered his stomach, an intense force immediately filled Jian Ding’s body, Jian Ding felt a 

tremendous increase in strength after consuming the pill that was given by Jian Teng. 

This time Jian Ding is ready to fight Mu Lanyin again. 

Meanwhile on the other side. 

the women from the Frozen Ice Sect were fighting against the people from the Seventh Sword Sect. 

Right now the women from the Frozen Ice Sect were being suppressed by the people from the Seventh 

Sword Sect. 

The Frozen Ice Sect is outnumbered, the number of enemies is more than 3x the number of female 

members of the Frozen Ice Sect. 

"Don’t back down, as long as we are united we will definitely win." Mu Zhue tried to encourage all the 

women beside her, as long as they were all united they would definitely be able to win against the 

people of the Seventh Sword Sect. 

The women who were here believed in Mu Zhue, as long as they were all united, they would all be able 

to get through all of this. 

All of the Frozen Ice Sect women strengthened their determination, they would fight to the death. 

"Hehehe, where are you going to retreat, you are all surrounded by us." Jian Yan smiled with satisfaction 

when he saw the woman from the Frozen Ice Sect who was being pressured by the people of his sect. 

Jian Yan felt that this would be very easy, the Four Frozen Fairy members were injured and had not fully 

recovered, so the Frozen Ice Sect’s strength was currently at its weakest. 

Defending the Frozen Ice Sect will definitely be very easy to do. 

"You people from the Seventh Sword Sect are really shameless, after attacking the four of us you also 

attacked our sect." Murong Xia hated seeing the people from the Seventh Sword Sect. 

These were the people who had made herself and the three members of the Four Frozen Fairies this 

way. 



"It’s no use for you to argue about that matter with me. You better all give up and join us voluntarily." 

Jian Yan gave the woman from the Frozen Ice Sect a chance to give up and voluntarily come along with 

him. 

This would make it easier for Jian Yan to give these pure women to Hong Won. 

At least then these women will still look good and without a flaw when left to Hong Won. 

"Dream, we will never surrender to you, it is better for us to die than surrender to you." All the female 

members of the Four Frozen Fairy voiced their voices, they didn’t want to submit to the Seventh Sword 

Sect, they would rather die with honor than have to became a slave of the Seventh Sword Sect. 

"If it is your will then I have no other choice, everyone attack at the same time, make sure not to kill 

these women." Jian Yan gave orders to the people behind him. 

The people from the Seventh Sword Sect immediately charged towards the beauties from the Frozen Ice 

Sect. 

"Let’s unite for one purpose, which is for victory." Mu Zhue ordered all the women to prepare for battle. 

"Bang. . ., Bang. . ., Bang. . ., Bang. . ., "The battle between the women from the Frozen Ice Sect and also 

the people from the Seventh Sword Sect broke out. 

The two sides started fighting using the strengths and skills they had. 

Qing Cheng who was at the very back also started to act, she used the controlling technique she had to 

control the people from the Seventh Sword Sect. 

This is a controlling technique that Qing Cheng acquired after inheriting the purple butterfly. 

Qing Cheng began to enter into the minds of the people from the Seventh Sword Sect, it was not 

difficult for Qing Cheng to control these weak people. 

"What are you doing, ahhhh" screams of pain began to echo across the battlefield. 

Suddenly something strange happened, several people from the Seventh Sword Sect suddenly attacked 

their comrades and friends. 

"Hey what are you doing, why are you attacking your friends yourself? "Some people don’t understand 

what’s going on, why suddenly are some people attacking their own comrades. 

These people suddenly attacked and injured their comrades who were both from the Seventh Sword 

Sect. This was really too strange. 

Because of this incident, the battlefield between the women from the Frozen Ice Sect and the people 

from the Seventh Sword Sect became completely chaotic. 

The Seventh Sword Sect had to deal with attacks from the Frozen Ice Sect Women as well as their own 

people who went weird and attacked their own comrades. 

"Sect Leader, there is something strange going on, there are some of our people who suddenly attacked 

their own comrades, what should we do now? "One of the young men reported this to Jian Yan. 



Jian Yan was currently fighting the Four Frozen Fairy, while he was busy fighting the Four Frozen Fairies, 

he suddenly received a very unpleasant report. 

As Jian Yan looked around the battlefield, he saw that there were several people who were rebelling and 

attacking their own sect mates. 

Jian Yan was furious when he saw this "kill all the traitors, don’t give them a chance to rebel." Jian Yan 

gave orders to kill all rebels who attacked their own sect mates. 

Jian Yan had absolutely no idea that these people were currently being controlled by Qing Cheng. 

Qing Cheng who is at the very back is smiling very seductively, the inherited ability of the Purple 

Butterfly is surprisingly powerful 

This was far greater than the Charm Charm she used to confuse her enemies. 
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"Doesn’t it look very chaotic down there?" Seeing the chaos on the battlefield, Seng Huwe finally spoke 

up. 

Seng Huwe did not expect that the result would be like this, even though previously he had firmly 

believed that the Seventh Sword Sect would win easily. 

Because according to him, the personnel and strength possessed by the Seventh Sword Sect were far 

greater and greater than the Frozen Ice Sect. 

unexpectedly the result would turn 180 degrees, Seventh Sword Sect really looked like it was losing 

against the Frozen Ice Sect. 

"Hahaha, doesn’t this look even more exciting and interesting, if the Seventh Sword Sect wins so easily 

then it will be really boring." Ren Lie seemed to be enjoying this quite a bit. 

He likes to see battles that are hard to guess who is the winner, it will be very fun to watch. 

"Well Elder Ren might be right if the battle ends so easily then it will look very boring, Hahaha" Seng 

Huwe laughed too. 

The two elders from the Gates of Eternity Sect laughed when they saw the Seventh Sword Sect suffer 

defeat like this. 

For the two elders from the Gates of Eternity Sect what happened to the Seventh Sword Sect was none 

of their business, they only wanted to see the interesting spectacle of the battle between the Seventh 

Sword Sect vs Froze Ice Sect. 

Different from Seng Huwe and Ren Lie, at this moment Jian Teng’s face was quite dark, he did not 

expect that the situation would turn out like this. 

Even though he firmly believed that the Seventh Sword Sect could win victory very easily, it was 

unexpected that the outcome of the battle would be like this. 



This was beyond Jian Teng’s initial estimation. "You idiot, hurry up and use that thing to beat those 

bitches." Jian Teng cursed at Jian Ding who was so stupid. 

why didn’t Jian Ding and Jian Lubo use the pills from the start, if they both used those pills from the 

start, the Seventh Sword Sect should have won easily. 

Jian Teng wanted to get off this profound ark and hit the heads of the two stupid old men below, even 

though Jian Teng was kind enough to help and ensure the victory of the Seventh Sword Sect. 

It was unexpected that these two stupid old men would instead use difficult methods to win against the 

Frozen Ice Sect. 

In the eyes of the people of the Gates of Eternity Sect, it was certain that Jian Teng’s reputation had 

plummeted greatly. 

Whereas from the start Jian Teng wanted to use the Seventh Sword Sect to increase his reputation and 

get the benefits of Hong Won. 

He did not think that right now the Seventh Sword Sect was completely filled with useless trash people 

like this. 

As Jian Teng cursed Jian Ding’s stupidity, at that moment Jian Ding took out a red pill from the pouch 

and started swallowing it. 

Jian Teng who saw this was quite happy, finally Jian Ding used the pill he had given him. 

"Hemp, isn’t that the red dragon pill? It’s quite interesting." Ren Lie saw what Jian Ding was doing, never 

expecting that Jian Ding would take such a valuable pill. 

"Jian Teng, you are kind enough to give someone like that red Dragon Pill that you have." Seng Huwe 

said to Jian Teng. 

Seng Huwe didn’t expect that Jian Teng would give Jian Ding the red Dragon Pill. 

The red dragon pill was a pill that had the effect of increasing the strength of several times temporarily, 

it was a Pill that was at Tier 6 so it could be said that it was quite rare for a cultivator in the mortal 

world. 

Because of this, Seng Huwe could guess that the red Dragon Pill must have been given by Jian Teng to 

Jian Ding. 

"Elder Seng, I gave this pill as a gift for my visit, I never thought he would use it at a time like this." Jian 

Teng tried to find excuses to Seng Huwe. 

"Hahahaha, you are good enough to give a pill like that to a person from the Seventh Sword Sect, after 

he takes the pill, the strength that that person has should soar to the level of eighth level of the Emperor 

Realm." Ren Lie began to suspect that after consuming the Dragon Pill. In red, Jian Ding’s strength would 

increase to the level of a cultivator at the eighth level of the Emperor Realm. 



Jian Teng only nodded at Elder Ren Lie, he also expected that if Jian Ding’s strength would increase quite 

a bit, at least Jian Ding would have the strength equal to cultivators at the eighth level of Emperor 

Realm. 

"What’s this, why are you all so noisy" When Jian Teng, Seng Huwe and Ren Lie were arguing about the 

battle between Seventh Sword Sect vs Frozen Ice Sect, Hong Won suddenly came towards them. 

When Hong Won came towards them, the people from the Gates of Eternity Sect immediately paid their 

respects to Hong Won. 

As the son of the leader of the Gates of Eternity Sect, Hong Won’s status was much higher than Seng 

Huwe and Ren Lie, it was for this reason that Seng Huwe and Ren Lie had great respect for Hong Won. 

Neither Seng Huwe nor Ren Lie dared to offend Hong Won. 

"Young Master Hong Won, we’re looking at a pretty good show, you can see it down for yourself." Jian 

Teng told Hong Won what they were doing right now. 

Hong Won was curious about what these people were watching, he decided to see what was going on 

down there. 

Hong Won went to the edge of the golden profound ark, he immediately looked down. 

When Hong Won looked down, he saw a battle between a gang of boys and girls wearing veils. 

Hong Won was quite surprised when he saw the beautiful women below, he looked very excited when 

he saw this. 

"Jian Teng, so these are the women you were talking about earlier? , they look good. "Hong Won tapped 

Jian Teng’s shoulder, Hong Won was quite happy when he saw the beautiful woman from Frozen Ice 

Sect. 

"Young Master Hong, Thank you for the compliment." Jian Teng was quite happy that Hong Won liked 

this. 

... 

Return to the battle of Mu Lanyin and Jian Ding 

Mu Lanyin saw Jian Ding take something out of the bag and put it straight into his mouth. 

After Jian Ding ate the Pill, a huge force started to explode out from within Jian Ding’s body. 

A red aura resembling a dragon form that was incredibly strong began to envelop Jian Ding’s body. 

This red aura was extremely strong, the ground around the Frozen Ice Sect began to tremble and a crack 

appeared that was extremely long. 

Jian Ding saw an extremely powerful red aura enveloping his body, this red aura made him feel very 

strong. 

"Bitch, I’ll kill you right away." After taking the Red Dragon Pill, Jian Ding’s confidence returned, he was 

sure he could beat Mu Lanyin. 



"Seven swords domain, Heavenly Sky Sword" Jian Ding opened a domain and used the Heavenly Sky 

Sword technique simultaneously. 

From within the ground appeared a towering red great sword, the Heavenly Sky Sword technique also 

turned red. 

It seemed that the red dragon pill that Jian Ding had consumed had changed the color of the Domain 

and Heavenly Sky Sword technique. 

As the Domain Seven swords appeared around Mu Lanyin, an enormous pressure pressed down on Mu 

Lanyin’s body. 

This time the pressure Mu Lanyin felt was much stronger than Jian Lubo’s Domain. 

Mu Lanyin even felt that she was being crushed by an invisible mountain. 

Chapter 388 - Battle 

Mu Lanyin began to realize that what Jian Ding had just taken was a pill that could multiply the strength 

several times. 

Mu Lanyin couldn’t let her guard down, she didn’t know how strong Jian Ding was after taking the red 

dragon pill. 

Jian Ding himself felt like he was invincible, he felt like a dragon on a rampage. 

"Let’s start the real battle." Jian Ding’s seven flying swords charged towards Mu Lanyin. 

The Heavenly Sky Sword technique appeared to be extremely fast, it was several times faster than what 

Mu Lanyin had previously seen. 

Mu Lanyin warded off the seven flying swords that were heading towards her. She used her full strength 

to repel the seven flying swords aimed at her. 

"Bang. . . ! ! !, Bang. . . ! ! !, Bang. . . ! ! !, Bang. . . ! ! !, Bang. . . ! ! !, "The collision between the Heavenly 

Sky Sword technique and Mu Lanyin’s White Lotus Crystal Sword began to sound. 

Different from before, this time Mu Lanyin seemed to be having a little difficulty deflecting Jian Ding’s 

flying sword. 

Jian Ding’s Flying sword technique had actually increased several times stronger than before, especially 

when Mu Lanyin was in Jian Ding’s Domain, it was clear that the pressure within this Domain also played 

an important role in battle. 

This is why Mu Lanyin seems to be having a hard time deflecting Jian Ding’s sword technique. 

Mu Lanyin was completely suppressed, several corners of her clothes had been cut by Jian Ding’s flying 

sword. 

if she remained in this domain for a long time, then sooner or later she would be defeated by Jian Ding’s 

flying sword. 

Mu Lanyin finally decided to try to get out first from within Jian Ding’s Seven Swords Domain. 



Mu Lanyin very nimbly started back and forth, she immediately went to the edge of the Seven Swords 

Domain. 

Jian Ding saw what Mu Lanyin was doing, seeing Mu Lanyin wanting to run away from his domain, Jian 

Ding tried to thwart him. 

Hundreds of wind blades appeared around the edges of the domain, these wind blades rotating around 

the edges like a tornado. 

Anyone trying to get out of here would definitely be chopped into a mist of blood by the hundreds of 

swords swirling around the edge of the Domain. 

Mu Lanyin who wanted to escape from within the Domain immediately stopped, the appearance of the 

blade that was on the edge of domination prevented Mu Lanyin from coming out of Jian Ding’s Seven 

Swords Domain. 

Not being able to get out the normal way, Mu Lanyin tried to destroy the Domain Seven swords. 

Around Mu Lanyin began to appear dozens of floating ice flowers, these ice flowers hovering very 

beautifully, each floating ice flower has terrible destructive power. 

Mu Lanyin started directing the dozens of floating Ice Flowers towards the edge of the Domain Seven 

Swords. 

The blade on the edge of the Domain Seven swords and Mu Lanyin’s floating icicles began to collide. 

"BOOMM. . . . , BOOMM. . . . , BOOMM. . . . , BOOMM. . . . , BOOMM. . . . , "An extremely powerful 

explosion occurred within the Domain Seven swords. 

After the explosion occurred, the Ice Mist began to envelop the area within the Seven Swords Domain. 

Mu Lanyin wanted to see if her attack this time could bring down the Domain that Jian Ding owned. 

After the Ice Mist disappeared, Mu Lanyin saw that the seven great swords were still standing firmly 

encircling her. 

It seemed that the technique Mu Lanyin had just used was completely incapable of destroying Jian 

Ding’s Domain. 

"Hahaha, you won’t be able to escape that easily, you have to fight me." Jian Ding laughed at Mu Lanyin, 

the pill he just took was incredible, even Mu Lanyin’s attack was unable to destroy his domain. 

Jian Ding will not let Mu Lanyin go so easily, no matter what, Jian Ding must defeat Mu Lanyin as soon as 

possible. 

Mu Lanyin turned towards Jian Ding, Mu Lanyin couldn’t help but fight Jian Ding in this Domain. 

Mu Lanyin began to close her eyes, Mu Lanyin’s body began to emit a blue aura, the blue aura emitted 

by Mu Lanyin was much stronger than Jian Ding’s aura. 

When Mu Lanyin used the blue aura she had, the area around the Domain started to become so cold 

that even Ice began to envelop Jian Ding’s Domain Seven swords. 



"Ice Phoenix Domain" this time Mu Lanyin opened a Domain of her own. 

Ice Phoenix Domain is a domain that Mu Lanyin obtained after inheriting the inheritance from the Ice 

Phoenix. 

This was a domain that could only be used if one possessed the blood inheritance of the Ice Phoenix like 

Mu Lanyin. 

When the Ice Phoenix Domain was opened by Mu Lanyin, Jian Ding’s Seven Swords Domain started to 

freeze into ice. 

"Clank. . . "The Seven Swords Domain suddenly collapsed like shattered glass. 

In the Domain power battle. The Ice Phoenix Domain was far more powerful and dominant than the 

Domain Seven swords. 

Jian Ding was quite surprised when his domain was destroyed by the strange Domain that Mu Lanyin 

had just opened. 

Because his domain had been destroyed, now that Jian Ding was in turn being pressed by the power of 

Mu Lanyin’s Domain, Jian Ding felt his body being pressed by tens of mountains which were extremely 

heavy, Jian Ding’s body also started to shiver because of the extremely cold temperature. 

Jian Ding was completely oppressed by Mu Lanyin’s Ice Phoenix Domain. 

The Ice Phoenix Domain’s reach began to spread very rapidly, in an instant the Ice Phoenix Domain 

enveloped the entire Frozen Ice Sect. 

The women from the Frozen Ice Sect and the people from the Seventh Sword Sect were dragged into 

the Ice Phoenix Domain. 

Everyone who had previously fought immediately stopped their fight. 

The people from the Seventh Sword Sect suddenly felt oppressed by the extremely terrifying power of 

the Ice Phoenix Domain. 

The weak people from the Seventh Sword Sect fell one by one, they were unable to endure the 

oppression and coldness that existed within the Ice Phoenix Domain. 

As for the women from the Frozen Ice Sect, they didn’t feel anything when inside Mu Lanyin’s Ice 

Phoenix Domain, the women felt comfortable inside the Ice Phoenix Domain. 

"Ancestor Jian Ding, I warned you beforehand to leave this sect immediately, but you have instead 

ignored the warning I gave you and hurt the people from my sect, prepare you and your sect to accept 

the consequences for what you have done" Mu Lanyin said to Jian Ding in an extremely cold tone. 

now the life and death of the people from the Seventh Sword Sect were in her hands. 

At this moment, Jian Ding couldn’t move at all, he looked completely helpless by the pressure from the 

Ice Phoenix Domain. 



Jian Ding didn’t expect that the Frozen Ice Sect would become this strong, this was beyond his 

expectations 

"Wait a minute, I beg for pity on us." Jian Ding asked Mu Lanyin for mercy, he didn’t want to die like this. 

Jian Ding had no other choice, even after taking the Red Dragon Pill, he was still unable to fight against 

Mu Lanyin, he underestimated Mu Lanyin’s strength too. 

Even now, the life and death of the Seventh Sword Sect is in the hands of Mu Lanyin. 

"You thought I would be that stupid to let go of your sect after you tried to destroy us all, Hemppp. . ., 

dream. "Mu Lanyin sniffed coldly at Jian Ding. 

Mu Lanyin couldn’t use the Ice Phoenix Domain for a long time, this was the only last chance she had, if 

she let go of Jian Ding and the Seventh Sword Sect then if they came back to attack the Frozen Ice Sect 

then nothing would stop them again. . 

Mu Lanyin snapped her fingers, instantly everyone from the Seventh Sword Sect turned into ice statues. 

They were all instantly frozen into Ice statues by Mu Lanyin. 

Chapter 389 - Frozen Ice Sect Crushed 

Finally, the people from the Seventh Sword Sect were eliminated by Mu Lanyin. 

The ladies from the Frozen Ice Sect were cheering with joy, they didn’t expect that Mu Lanyin would be 

this great, Mu Lanyin actually erased the Seventh Sword Sect so easily. 

After getting rid of the people from the Seventh Sword Sect, Mu Lanyin’s Ice Phoenix Domain 

disappeared. 

After the domain disappeared Mu Lanyin’s face looked pale, after using the Ice Phoenix Domain all of 

Mu Lanyin’s profound energy was exhausted, now she is really very weak. 

Mu Lanyin’s body began to waver, she looked as if she was about to fall into the snow that was below 

her feet. 

When Mu Lanyin was about to fall into the snow, Qing Cheng immediately got behind Mu Lanyin and 

helped her "Are you okay? Qing Cheng asked Mu Lanyin’s situation. 

"I’m fine, it’s just consuming too much profound energy that I have." Mu Lanyin is consuming too much 

of the profound energy she has, besides that the mental mind needed to maintain the Ice Phoenix 

Domain is quite heavy. 

Mu Lanyin was currently exhausted both physically and mentally. 

"Sister Lanyin, you are so amazing, I never thought you could open the domain of the Ice Phoenix legacy, 

I myself have not even been able to open the Domain from the inheritance I got." 

Qing Cheng herself was currently unable to open the Domain she had inherited from the Purple 

Butterfly. 



Currently Qing Cheng was still in the process of learning it, Qing Cheng was a little disappointed with 

herself. 

"You don’t need to be disappointed like that, everything needs a process, as long as you try harder, I’m 

sure you can do it." Mu Lanyin encouraged Qing Cheng to be harder in studying and understanding the 

inheritance she had acquired. 

Qing Cheng understood, later she would be more earnest in understanding the inheritance she got. 

"Sect Master", the ladies from the Frozen Ice Sect went to Mu Lanyin’s side. 

The ladies from the Frozen Ice Sect began to crowd around Mu Lanyin, they wanted to know the current 

state of Mu Lanyin. 

The ladies from the Frozen Ice Sect were still quite proud of the victories they had won, they did not 

expect that they could win from the Seventh Sword Sect which was the strongest sect among the four 

major sects. 

"Sect master how are you, are you all right? "Feng Xi, who is one of the members of the Four Frozen 

Fairies, asked Mu Lanyin’s situation. 

Mu Lanyin looked at the women from the Frozen Ice Sect, she was delighted to see that they were all 

well and only had minor injuries. 

" applause . . . , applause . . . . ,applause . . . "As everyone from the Frozen Ice Sect was celebrating their 

victory, suddenly from above the sky heard someone clapping their hands. 

All the women who were below immediately looked up at the person who was clapping their hands. 

When they all looked up they saw a handsome young man hovering above the sky. 

Behind this young man were a dozen people in clothes that had the same motifs as each other. 

Jian Teng was also behind this handsome young man, he looked like a guard guarding the safety of this 

handsome young man. 

This handsome young man is of course Hong Won, Hong Won looks at the woman from the Frozen Ice 

Sect who is celebrating their victory. 

"That was a really great battle, I never thought you would win in that battle." Hong Won smiled at the 

Frozen Ice Sect ladies. 

Hong Won almost drooled when he looked closely at the beauty of the Frozen Ice Sect woman, these 

women were so beautiful, they looked like blooming flowers waiting to be picked by him. 

" Who are you ? "Mu Zhue asked who Hong Won really was, and what did he want to come to this sect. 

What Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng was afraid of finally happened, these strong people finally appeared 

before them. 

These people were the ones that Qing Cheng had previously meant, they came from the Kunlun Holy 

Land and possessed extremely powerful strength. 



Both Mu Lanyin and Qing Cheng were no match for the people from the Gates of Eternity Sect. 

"Beautiful lady, my name is Hong Won, the purpose of my coming here is because of all of you." Hong 

Won introduced himself to the woman from the Frozen Ice Sect. 

What do you want from us? "Feng Xi this time is the one who asked Hong Won. 

"Hehehe, it’s obvious that I came here for the pure virgins you have." Hong Won chuckled to all the 

women from the Frozen Ice Sect. 

The moment Hong Won’s words came out, all the women from the Frozen Ice Sect immediately looked 

at Hong Won with an extremely cold gaze. 

The words that just left Hong Won’s mouth made the women of the Frozen Ice Sect feel very 

dissatisfied. 

"You shameless man, you better get out of here." One by one the women from the Frozen Ice Sect 

cursed the shameless Hong Won. 

As the women cursed at the shameless words that escaped Hong Won’s tongue, an extremely heavy 

aura suddenly oppressed all the women from the Frozen Ice Sect. 

This strong aura suppressed all the women gathered below, even Qing Cheng and Mu Lanyin were also 

being suppressed by this extremely powerful aura. 

"How presumptuous for you to speak to our young master like that, do you want to be destroyed? ", 

Jian Teng roared at the women from the Frozen Ice Sect. 

Currently Jian Teng was still annoyed that the Seventh Sword Sect had been defeated by the Frozen Ice 

Sect. 

"Jian Teng, don’t be rude like that to these beautiful women, quickly withdraw your aura." Hong Wong 

told Jian Teng to immediately withdraw the aura he had. 

Hearing the order from Hong Won, Jian Teng could only obey and retract the aura he had. 

After Jian Teng retracted his aura, the women from the Frozen Ice Sect were able to move again. 

"I will give you two choices, the first choice is that you come with me voluntarily, and for the second 

option I will take you by force, so which choice will you choose? "Hong Won told the ladies from the 

Frozen Ice Sect to choose the two options he mentioned earlier. 

The ladies from the Frozen Ice Sect were very upset, this man was really shameless, he gave a 

completely absurd choice. 

"We will not choose both options, we will never come with you", the Four Frozen Fairy members 

answered Hong Won with very cold words. 

"Too bad, you only have those two options, otherwise. . . " Hong Won suddenly raised one hand of his to 

the sky. 

When Hong Won raised his hand to the sky, a flash of lightning began to gather in Hong Won’s hand. 



"Rumble. . . . , Rumbling. . . . , Rumbling. . . . , Rumbling. . . . , "The lightning began to Rumble with a 

terrifying sound. 

The lightning that had gathered in Hong Won’s hand began to turn into a lightning whip. 

Hong Won spun this lightning rod over the Frozen Ice Sect sky, after repeatedly turning the lightning 

whip in his hand. 

Hong Won immediately aimed the lightning whip at the Ice Sect building which stood majestically. 

"Booom. . , "Booom. . , "Booom. . , "Booom. . , "Booom. . , "When the lightning whip struck the Frozen 

Ice Sect building, there was an explosion that was quite strong. 
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Hong Won’s lightning whip struck all of the Frozen Ice Sect’s buildings. 

When the whip struck the Frozen Ice Sect’s building, there was an extremely powerful explosion. 

Hong Won whipped blindly, the Icebergs began to collapse and were crushed by Hong Won’s Lightning 

whip. 

The women from the Frozen Ice Sect could only see the Sect building they lived in being destroyed by 

Hong Won. 

"You shameless bastard, we will kill you." Mu Zhue and the other three members of the Four Frozen 

Fairy were very angry when they saw their sect being destroyed by Hong Won. 

Mu Zhue, Feng Xi, Mu Fei, Murong Xia all wanted to go immediately to make some calculations with 

Hong Won. 

"You four, wait a moment." Mu Lanyin stopped Mu Zhue, Feng Xi, Mu Fei, Murong Xia who wanted to 

do something so reckless. 

"Sect master, what’s wrong? "Ask Mu Zhue, Feng Xi, Mu Fei, Murong Xia to Mu Lanyin. 

The four of them want to know why Mu Lanyin stopped those who want to make calculations with Hong 

Won. 

"You are no match for that person" Mu Lanyin told Mu Zhue, Feng Xi, Mu Fei, Murong Xia that the four 

of them were not opponents of these strong people. 

"Then do we have to see our sect being destroyed like this? "Murong Xia couldn’t stand to see their sect 

being destroyed like this. 

Mu Lanyin didn’t answer Murong Xia’s question, Mu Lanyin just closed her eyes. 

In a situation like this she hoped that Ye Chen would arrive here soon, she was the only hope that might 

help the Frozen Ice Sect out of this difficult problem. 

Mu Lanyin had sent a message to Ye Chen a while ago, but until now Ye Chen had not arrived at this 

place. 



Looks like Ye Chen still needs some time before he gets here. 

"Hahahaha" Hong Won seemed to enjoy when he destroyed the Frozen Ice Sect building, the Frozen Ice 

Sect building had really been turned into ice rubble by Hong Won. 

The women of the Frozen Ice Sect could only see their sects which Hong Won had turned into ice ruins. 

"Now you choose one of the two options that I have given you earlier, otherwise don’t blame me if I use 

this whip on you, Rumble. . . " Hong Won drew the lightning whip that was in his hand, when Hong Won 

did this the sound of lightning strikes was heard by the women from the Frozen Ice Sect. 

"We all will not choose the choice you gave earlier, it is better for us to die than end up in the hands of a 

despicable person like you." The women from the Frozen Ice Sect completely rejected the choice given 

by Hong Won They still insisted on their stand respectively. 

"Miss beautiful, even though I have been very kind to all of you, if that’s what you want then don’t 

blame me for using harsh means to you" Hong Won has lost the patience he has, now he will start to 

kidnap all the beautiful women from Frozen Ice Sect. 

Carrying a lightning whip in his hand, Hong Won flew towards the crowd of women from the Frozen Ice 

Sect. 

Seeing Hong Won flying over here, all the women from the Frozen Ice Sect immediately made a 

defensive formation. 

They are more willing to fight to the death than have to go along with Hong Won. 

Hong Won smiled when he saw the stupidity of these beautiful women, it was clear that these women 

were not Hong Won’s opponents, they were not worthy of being Hong Won’s opponents. 

"Qing Cheng, can you buy time until Ye Chen comes here." Mu Lanyin whispered in Qing Cheng’s ear, 

she wanted Qing Cheng to buy time until Ye Chen arrived here. 

"Okay, I’ll try." Qing Cheng wasn’t sure that he could buy time belonging to the people of the Gates of 

Eternity Sect. 

At least Qing Cheng would try it first. 

Qing Cheng left Mu Lanyin’s side, she immediately stood before the formation of the women from the 

Frozen Ice Sect. 

All of the women from the Frozen Ice Sect were confused when they saw Qing Cheng standing right in 

front of the defensive formation they were currently setting up. 

Qing Cheng ignored the gazes she received from the women from the Froze Ice Sect. 

Qing Cheng started to close her eyes. "Chains illusion." Qing Cheng used the inherited technique she 

had. 

As Hong Won drew closer to the women from the Frozen Ice Sect, the view around him suddenly 

darkened. 



Hong Won is quite confused to find himself in a very dark place. 

Hong Won looked around to find a way out of this dark place, unfortunately everywhere the eye looked 

there was endless darkness. 

"Damn, have you tried playing with me? "Hong Won is very angry because he did not find a way out of 

this dark area. 

Hong Won used the lightning whip in his hand to attack everything around him. 

His lightning whip did not reach anything, only eternal emptiness existed in this place. 

"Damn what the hell is going on here? "Hong Won is getting more and more confused about the 

situation he is currently in. 

"Hahahaha, you are brave enough to make trouble in my place whether you want to seek a death" a 

terrifying voice echoed through this endless darkness. 

"Who are you, show yourself, don’t just dare to hide." Hong Won boldly insulted the owner of the voice 

just now. 

After these words of contempt left Hong Won’s lips, the area around Hong Won began to fill with 

scorching flames. 

Hong Won felt his body almost melt just from being near this fire. 

From behind the fire began to appear a very scary monster. "Do you still remember me? This monster 

said to Hong Won. 

Hong Won’s body trembled when he saw the shape of this monster, Hong Won slowly stepped back. 

"How did you get here? "Hong Won can’t believe that this monster is here, Hong Won is currently very 

scared when he sees this monster in front of him. 

"Hahaha, I came here to make calculations with you." The monster started stretching its large claws 

towards Hong Won. 

Hong Won was so scared, he immediately ran as hard as he could, unfortunately no matter how much 

Hong Won tried to run, he could not move from where he was standing right now. 

The big monster claws pinched Hong Won’s head, Hong Won was lifted into the air by the monster. 

The monsters began to lift Hong Won in front of him "prepare to be grilled meat". 

The monster began to open its jaws very wide. 

From inside this monster’s mouth, a burst of fire was very hot. This burst of fire immediately grabbed 

Hong Won’s body, Hong Won’s body caught fire and began to melt. 

"Ahhhhh. . . , damn it hurts. . . , hot. . ., Help me . . , Help me. . ., Help me. . . Hong Won screamed in 

pain, Hong Won screamed for help. 

No matter how loudly Hong Won cried out for help, no one came to help him. 



Qing Cheng has managed to trap Hong Won into her illusionary technique, she uses Hong Won’s 

greatest fear to create an illusion. 

Unexpectedly, Hong Won’s fear could easily make Hong Won trapped in Qing Cheng’s illusionary 

technique. 

After being trapped in Qing Cheng’s Chains illusion technique, Hong Won looked like a person who was 

daydreaming. 

 


